Ground-roll noise attenuation using a simple and effective approach based on local bandlimited orthogonalization
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ABSTRACT

Bandpass filtering is a common way to estimate ground-roll noise on land seismic data, because of the relatively low frequency content of ground-roll. However, there is usually a frequency overlap between ground-roll and the desired seismic reflections that prevents bandpass filtering alone from effectively removing ground-roll without also harming the desired reflections. We apply a bandpass filter with a relatively high upper bound to provide an initial, imperfect separation of ground-roll and reflection signal. We then apply a technique called 'local orthogonalization' to improve the separation. The procedure is easily implemented, since it involves only bandpass filtering and a regularized division of the initial signal and noise estimates. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the method on an open-source set of field data.

INTRODUCTION

Ground-roll noise is a type of coherent seismic noise, with a high amplitude, low frequency, and low velocity. It is often the strongest mode of coherent noise for land seismic surveys. Ocean bottom node (OBN) based marine seismic surveys may also contain this type of noise Chen et al. (2014). Ground-roll noise is a type of source-generated noise and can be scattered by near-surface heterogeneities. The ground-roll noise often masks the shallow reflections at short offset, and deep reflections at larger offset Claerbout (1983); Saatilar and Canitez (1988); Henley (2003), and must be removed before the subsequent processing tasks. Instead of being incoherent along the spatial direction like random noise Yang et al. (2015); Chen et al. (2015), the ground-roll noise is usually coherent along the spatial dimension, which can assist in its removal using simple signal processing methods. There has been a lot of research about removing ground-roll noise published in the literature, and many researchers have proposed different methods for handling the ground-roll noise problem Shieh and Herrmann (1990); Brown and Clapp (2000). Most of the ground-roll noise removal approaches either fail to remove all the ground-roll noise or remove much useful primary reflection energy. An efficient and effective technique for removing ground-roll noise is always in demand.

The simplest and most straightforward way for removing ground-roll noise might be bandpass filtering. Because of the low-frequency property of ground-roll, a simple high-pass filter is often applied to the seismic record to attenuate the ground-roll noise. However, the low-bound-frequency (LBF) for the bandpass filter is not easy to choose, because higher LBF will damage primary reflections while lower LBF will fail to remove enough ground-roll noise. This issue exists because of the frequency overlap of primary reflections and
ground-roll noise. One way to solve this problem is to use matched filtering. The low-pass data is used as an initial guess for the ground-roll noise and then a least squares (LS) based matching filter is calculated to match the initial ground-roll noise to the raw seismic data best [Yarham et al. (2006); Chiu et al. (2007); Halliday et al. (2010)]. The matched ground-roll noise is then subtracted from raw seismic data to obtain the output. This adaptive subtraction method depends highly on the initial prediction of the ground-roll noise. Besides, in the case of highly non-stationary primary reflections and ground-roll noise, a conventional stationary matched filtering will fail to obtain an acceptable result.

In this paper, we proposed a simple but effective way for removing all the ground-roll noise without harming useful reflections. We first apply a simple bandpass filter to raw seismic data in order to remove all the ground-roll noise (thus the LBF should be a little bit high to guarantee no ground-roll noise left in the data). Then because of loss of useful primary reflections, we use local signal-and-noise orthogonalization proposed recently by Chen and Fomel (2015) to orthogonalize the primary reflections and ground-roll noise in order to restore the lost useful signals to the initial bandpass filtered data. The local orthogonalization algorithm was initially proposed to compensate for the useful energy loss during a traditional random noise attenuation process. The basic principle of the local orthogonalization methodology is to assume that the useful signal and noise should be orthogonal to each other and then orthogonalize the two components by formulating a regularized inverse problem. We bring the same strategy to this paper to compensate for the energy loss in a simple bandpass filtering based ground-roll noise attenuation approach. The performance of the proposed approach on the pre-stack dataset appears successful and also indicate a broader application of the orthogonalization methodology in removing various types of noise.

**METHOD**

**Bandpass filtering and the frequency-overlap problem**

A bandpass filtering process can be simply summarized as:

$$\hat{d} = \mathbf{F}^{-1} \mathbf{B}_{fl,fh} (\mathbf{F}d),$$

where \(d\) and \(\hat{d}\) denote the unfiltered and filtered data, respectively. \(\mathbf{F}\) and \(\mathbf{F}^{-1}\) denotes a pair of forward and inverse Fourier transforms. \(\mathbf{B}_{fl,fh}\) denotes the bandpass filter with a high-bound-frequency (HBF) \(fh\), and low-bound-frequency (LBF) \(fl\). For the purpose of removing ground-roll noise, \(fh\) is usually chosen as Nyquist frequency, the only parameter to choose is the LBF. The actual filtering in this paper is implemented by recursive (Infinite Impulse Response) convolution in the time domain following the Butterworth algorithm.

The problem of bandpass filtering for removing ground-roll noise is the difficulty of choosing an optimal LBF, because of the frequency-overlap problem of ground-roll noise and primary reflections. Figure 3 shows a demonstration of the frequency-overlap problem. When \(fl = 25\) Hz, all the ground-roll noise has been removed, and the denoised section (Figure 3a) does not contain any ground-roll noise. However, the noise section (Figure 3b) contains a lot of coherent signals: both direct waves and primary reflections. When \(fl = 10\) Hz, the noise section (Figure 3c) does not contains any coherent reflection or direct waves, however, the denoised section (Figure 3d) still contains a large amount of ground-roll noise.
One of the most commonly used approaches to solve the frequency-overlap problem is to use matched filtering. The removed ground-roll noise after a common bandpass filtering is used as an initial guess for the ground-roll noise. A least squares (LS) based matching filter is then calculated to match the initial ground-roll noise to the raw seismic data based on the least-energy assumption. The matched ground-roll noise is then subtracted from the raw seismic data to obtain the ground-roll noise attenuated profile. However, this adaptive subtraction method depends highly on the initial prediction of the ground-roll noise. Besides, in the case of highly non-stationary primary reflections and ground-roll noise, a conventional stationary matched filtering is not physically reasonable, and thus will not likely provide a satisfactory performance. In the next sections, we will introduce a novel approach for attenuating ground-roll noise based on bandpass filtering, which can remove more ground-roll noise and preserve more useful primary reflections.

Local signal-and-noise orthogonalization

The principle of our technique is to locally orthogonalize the denoised signal and noise sections in order to ensure no coherent primary reflections will be lost in the noise section. Here, we propose to apply the algorithm to the ground-roll noise removal problem. The orthogonalization based approach can be summarized as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{s} &= (\mathbf{I} + \mathbf{W}) \hat{\mathbf{d}}, \\
\mathbf{n} &= \hat{\mathbf{d}} - (\mathbf{I} + \mathbf{W}) \hat{\mathbf{d}}.
\end{align*}
\]

Here, \(\mathbf{s}\) and \(\mathbf{n}\) are the output denoised signal and noise sections. \(\mathbf{I}\) denotes an identity matrix. \(\mathbf{W}\) denotes a diagonal operator composed of the local orthogonalization weight (LOW) vector. When \(w = \frac{n_0^T s_0}{s_0^T s_0}\), \(s_0\) and \(n_0\) denoting the initial guess of signal and noise, \(w\) is the global orthogonalization weight (GOW), it can be proved that the following scaled signal \(\hat{s}\) and corresponding noise \(\hat{n}\) are orthogonal to each other in a global sense:

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{\mathbf{n}} &= n_0 - ws_0, \\
\hat{\mathbf{s}} &= s_0 + ws_0.
\end{align*}
\]

In a local sense, the LOW can be define as:

\[
w_m(t) = \frac{\sum_{i=t-m/2}^{t+m/2} s_0(i)n_0(i)}{\sum_{i=t-m/2}^{t+m/2} s_0^2(i)},
\]

where \(w_m(t)\) denotes the LOW for each temporal point \(t\) with a local window length \(m\). \(s_0(t)\) and \(n_0(t)\) here denote the initially estimated signal and noise for each point \(t\).

In order to better control the locality and smoothness of LOW, we follow the local-attribute scheme introduced by Fomel (2007a):

\[
w = \arg\min_{\hat{\mathbf{w}}} \| \mathbf{n}_0 - \mathbf{S}_0 \hat{\mathbf{w}} \|_2^2.
\]
Here, \( w \) is the LOW, \( S_0 \) is a diagonal matrix composed of the initial estimated signal \( s_0 \): 
\[
S_0 = \text{diag}(s_0)
\]
Then, we solve the least-squares problem with the help of shaping regularization (a novel regularization framework for obtaining a faster convergence and a better control on the model behavior, originated from the seismic data processing community) using a local-smoothness constraint:
\[
w = [\lambda^2 I + T(S_0^T S_0 - \lambda^2 I)]^{-1} T S_0^T n_0,
\]
where \( T \) is a triangle smoothing operator and \( \lambda \) is a scaling parameter set as \( \lambda = \|S_0^T S_0\|_2 \). The triangle smoothing operator was introduced in detail in Fomel (2007a). It should be mentioned that solution of equation corresponds to a regularized division (an element-wise division between two vectors can be treated as an inverse problem with some constraints in order to ensure the stability) between the two vectors \( n_0 \) and \( s_0 \) and it can be solved using any regularization approach, not limited to the shaping regularization strategy shown in equation 8. Thus it is fairly convenient to implement the local orthogonalization between initial signal and noise. A more detailed mathematical description about the local orthogonalization methodology can be found in Chen and Fomel (2015) and a demonstration about the physical meaning of orthogonalization can be found in the Appendix A in Chen and Fomel (2015).

**Local bandlimited orthogonalization**

The basic principle of the proposed approach is to first apply a simple bandpass filter to the raw common shot gather in order to obtain an initial guess of primary reflections and ground-roll noise. Then we orthogonalize the initial guess for primary reflections and ground-roll noise to obtain a signal compensated primary reflection gather, and a signal-free ground-roll noise section. In order to make the local orthogonalization robust, we need first use a relatively high LBF such that all the ground-roll noise is removed initially. This proposed workflow for attenuating ground-roll noise is termed local bandlimited orthogonalization. The detailed workflow of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 1. As we can see, the total workflow of the proposed approach is fairly convenient to implement, because there are only two steps involved in the processing. First, we apply a conventional bandpass filter. Second, local signal-and-noise orthogonalization is applied. As we stated in the last section, the local signal-and-noise orthogonalization is no more than solving a regularized division problem (equations 6 and 7). Thus, the proposed approach can be conveniently implemented by the industry. In the next section, we will use a typical dataset for demonstrating the effective performance of the proposed approach.

**EXAMPLE**

The dataset that we use to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed denoising approach is an open-source dataset, which has been widely used in the geophysics community. This data is referred to as the OZ-25 dataset. One can easily download it either from the Seismic Unix (SU) website or from the Madagascar software website. The raw data in common shot domain is shown in Figure 2. The temporal sampling rate is 0.002s and the spatial sampling rate is 0.05km.
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Figure 1: Workflow of the proposed ground-roll noise attenuation approach based on local bandlimited orthogonalization.

The shot location is located at the middle of the receiver array, thus the shot record has a symmetric form. There are 81 traces (receivers) in the shot record and the offset ranges from -2km to 2km. The OZ-25 dataset is a typical dataset suitable for testing the ground-roll noise attenuation performance because of several reasons. First, there is a large amount of ground-roll noise contaminating this dataset. It is obvious that most of the primary reflections are covered by this coherent ground-roll noise. Secondly, the reflections are highly non-stationary. We can clearly see that the amplitudes of the reflections are variable in the range of the whole gather.

We locally orthogonalize the denoised section and noise section that come from the initial bandpass filtering using $fl = 25$ Hz. The initial guess of the primary reflections and ground-roll noise are shown in Figures 3a and 3b. Figures 4a and 4b show the denoised section and noise section using the proposed approach. The denoised data using the proposed approach shows excellent result, because most of the ground-roll noise has been removed, but no primary reflections energy is damaged.

We also apply the widely used adaptive subtraction method to the field data and show its performance in Figures 4c and 4d. Figures 4c and 4d correspond to the denoised data and removed noise, respectively. It is obvious that there is some residual ground-roll noise remaining in the denoised data and that the noise section contains significant reflection energy, especially for the shallow part.

We zoom several parts from the denoised sections and noise sections and show them in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the zoomed denoised sections for the frame box A, as shown in Figures 3a, 3c, 4a, and 4c, respectively. We can see there is good primary...
reflection recovery using the proposed approach, by comparing Figures 5a and 5c. There is also an obvious decrease of noise using the proposed approach by comparing Figures 5b and 5c. It is more obvious that the adaptive subtraction method leaves some residual dipping ground-roll noise energy by comparing Figures 5c and 5d.

Figure 6 shows the zoomed noise sections for frame box B, as shown in Figures 3b, 3d, 4b, and 4d, respectively. Please note that there is a decrease of primary reflections using the proposed approach, comparing Figures 6a and 6c, and there is an increase of noise removal using the proposed approach, comparing Figures 6b and 6c. The proposed approach and the adaptive subtraction method are very similar in this selected region. There is a slight amount of useful energy in Figure 6c but hopefully not significant, considering the overall denoising performance. The ground-roll noise energy in Figure 6c, however, is a bit stronger than that in Figure 5d. These observations indicate that compared with bandpass filtering with \( f_l = 25 \) Hz, the proposed approach preserves much more useful energy, and compared with bandpass filtering with \( f_l = 10 \) Hz, the proposed method removes much more ground-roll noise. Compared with the traditional adaptive subtraction method, the proposed approach can obtain a generally better performance.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the average spectrum of all the traces for different data. The black solid line denotes the average spectrum of raw data. The green line corresponds to the proposed approach. The red line corresponds to the high-pass filtering with \( f_l = 25 \) Hz. The pink line corresponds to the high-pass filtering with \( f_l = 10 \) Hz. Blue corresponds to the adaptive subtraction method. We can see obviously that there is a removal of ground-roll noise spectrum from the black and yellow lines to the green line. There is also a spectrum boost of the primary reflections between red and green. There exists several spectral notches for the blue spectrum, which indicates that there is still an overlap of reflections and ground-roll noise after applying the adaptive subtraction method.
Figure 3: (a) Bandpass filtered data (fl=25 Hz). (b) Difference section corresponding to (a). (c) Bandpass filtered data (fl=10 Hz). (d) Difference section corresponding to (c).
Figure 4: (a) Denoised data using the proposed approach. (b) Noise section corresponding to (a). (c) Denoised data using the adaptive subtraction approach. (d) Noise section corresponding to (c).
Figure 5: (a)-(d) Zoomed denoised section comparisons for frame box A (as shown in Figures 3a, 3c, 4a, and 4c, respectively). Note the primary reflections recovery from (a) to (c) and the noise decrease from (b) to (c). There is obvious residual ground-roll noise existing in (d). [field/ zooma-1, zooma-2, zooma-ortho, zooma-3]
Figure 6: (a)-(d) Zoomed noise section comparisons for frame box B (as shown in Figures 3b, 3d, 4b, and 4d, respectively). Note the decrease of primary reflections from (a) to (c) and the increase of noise removal from (b) to (c). (c) and (d) are very similar in this zoomed region.
Figure 7: Comparisons of the average spectrum of all the traces. The black line denotes the average spectrum of raw data. The green line corresponds to the proposed approach. The red line corresponds to $f_l = 25$ Hz. The pink line corresponds to $f_l = 10$ Hz. The blue line corresponds to the adaptive subtraction method. Note the removal of ground-roll noise spectrum from the black and pink lines to the green line, and the primary reflections spectrum boost from the red line to the green line. There exists several spectrum notches in the blue line, indicating a mixture of useful reflections and ground-roll noise after applying the adaptive subtraction method.
CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a novel local bandlimited orthogonalization approach for removing highly non-stationary ground-roll noise, which can remove most ground-roll noise without harming the useful primary reflections. We orthogonalize the initial guess of primary reflections and ground-roll noise using local signal-and-noise orthogonalization. The initial guess of primary reflections and ground-roll noise are bandlimited data from a common bandpass filtering with a relatively high LBF such that all the ground-roll noise is removed during the initial guess. The proposed approach can solve the frequency-overlap problem when applying a simple bandpass filtering. The proposed approach can guarantee that the least amount of useful primary reflections is lost in the noise section. The procedure of the proposed approach is fairly convenient to implement because only a bandpass filtering and a regularized division between the initially denoised signal and initial noise are used. We have used an open-source field dataset to demonstrate the successful performance of the proposed approach in real data processing.
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